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Item 3a
EMPLOYER CHANGES
1.

This report updates the Committee on employers that have joined or exited the Fund
during the period 1 December 2021 to 28 February 2022 (inclusive).

Recommendation
2.

The Committee is asked to note and comment on the update on employers that have
entered or exited the Cheshire Pension Fund in the reporting period.

Background
3.

The Committee will be aware, from previous updates discussing the changes to the
membership profile of the Fund and the wider public sector (for example a significant
increase in the number of outsourcings and the conversion of maintained schools to
Academy status), that the number of new bodies admitted to the Fund has increased
markedly over the last few years.

4.

Likewise, the Committee will be aware that the impact of the different characteristics of
newly admitted bodies to the Fund’s risk profile was identified as a key driver in
developing the employer monitoring work stream.

5.

Changes in the characteristics of new admitted bodies and differences in key risk
metrics such as covenant, cash flows, maturity of membership profile, lifespan in the
LGPS etc. have been identified as a key strategic risk to the Fund and its investment
and contribution strategies.

6.

Recognising the increased volume and potential impact of these drivers, it was resolved
that a report on new admitted bodies and employers who have joined or exited the
Fund be a standing item on the Committee’s agenda.

Summary of Changes
7.

Appendix A and B to this Report provides the following details for employers who joined
and exited the Cheshire Pension Fund during the period 1 December 2021 to 28
February 2022 (inclusive):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The nature of the organisation’s access to the LGPS e.g. as an Academy,
Community Admitted Body or Transferor Admitted Body
A brief summary of the services provided by the new body (joiners only)
The ceding authority or employer (both joiners and leavers)
Date joined/left the scheme
The number of members who have transferred to the new body (joiners only)
The value of the pension indemnification bond where applicable (joiners only)
Contract length (joiners only)
Open or closed to new members (joiners only)
Exit credit due where applicable (leavers only)
Payment due where applicable (leavers only)
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•

Reason for leaving (leavers only)

8.

Should the Committee consider that they need more or less information than this
standing item provides, officers will revise the report accordingly.

9.

The main issues and themes of the changes experienced are summarised below:
•

In total 84 members were transferred to 4 new employers over the period 1
December 2021 to 28 February 2022. Three of these employers are academy
schools. In addition to these, Mellors Catering Ltd have added Daven Primary
to their existing service contract with the Learning for Life academy trust.

•

There was 1 employer exit (Sanctuary Housing) effective during the last period.
Sanctuary took the decision in late 2021 to close to future accrual. Individual
member benefit calculations continue to be processed in preparation for the
cessation calculation
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Employers joining the Cheshire Pension Fund: 01/12/2021 – 28/02/2022

New Admitted Body

Date of
Entry

Letting / Ceding
Type of Body Employer/
Guarantor

Service

Belgrave Primary

01/12/2021

Academy

CWaC

Academy School

N/A

N/A

15

Open

Audlem St James
Primary

01/12/2021

Academy

CEC

Academy School

N/A

N/A

16

Open

Middlewich High

01/12/2021

Academy

CEC

Academy School

N/A

N/A

51

Open

Mellors Catering

01/01/2022

Admission
Body

CEC

Catering at
Daven Primary

£0

2 years

2

Closed

Total No. of Members

Bond
Contract
Details Length

Members
Open /
at point of
Closed
entry

84
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Employers exiting the Cheshire Pension Fund: 01/12/2021 – 28/02/2022
Employer

Type of
Employer

Date of
Cessation

Exit
Credit
Due

Exit
£

Sanctuary Housing
Association

Admitted
Body

31/01/2022

TBC

TBC

Credit Exit Credit
paid

TBC

Cessation
Basis

Service

Reason

Letting/Ceding
Employer/
Guarantor

TBC

Housing

Decision to
close to future
accrual

CWaC (former
Chester City
Council
Housing
Services)
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COMPLIANCE UPDATE
Introduction
1.

This report provides the Committee with a summary of the Breaches Log for the period
1 April 2021 to 31 December 2021.

Recommendation
2.

The Committee are requested to note and comment on the summary of the Breaches
Log for the period 1 April 2021 to 31 December 2021.

Breaches Log
3.

In accordance with the Breaches Policy, both the Committee and the Local Pension
Board review the Breaches Log on a quarterly basis, in order to identify any trends that
may require further action.

4.

A summary of the breaches included on the log between 1 April 2021 and 31 December
2021 are listed below in Table 1 and are categorised as red, amber or green. For
comparison purposes the total numbers of breaches for the prior year have also been
included.

5.

Red breaches are those which require reporting to the Pensions Regulator (TPR).
Amber breaches are where the Fund has highlighted an issue with the employer which
requires further monitoring but are not material enough to require reporting to TPR.
Green breaches are those where, following investigation, no further action is deemed
necessary.
Table 1: Summary of the Breaches Log
Total
2020/21
Contributions
ABS
Disclosure
Administration
Total

6.

47
1
0
55
103

Total
2021/22
31
1
0
28
60

Status
2021/22
Red
0
1
0
0
1

Amber
0
0
0
0
0

Green
31
0
0
28
59

There has been one red, no amber and 59 green breaches in the period. Below is a
summary of the breaches.
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Contribution Breaches – 31
7.

The majority of these relate to employers who have small numbers of staff and so are
easily affected by unexpected staff absences. These breaches have been quickly
rectified by the employer.
Administration Breaches - 28

8.

These relate to ongoing activity to progress legacy casework - triggering breaches as
scheme members who weren’t notified of their benefits at the time, are now receiving
notifications of their benefits. These notifications were received outside the specified
time limits.
Annual Benefit Statements - 1

9.

LGPS Regulations require that all active and deferred members receive an Annual
Benefit Statement (ABS) by 31 August each year. In addition, TPR sets a requirement
that pension funds must self-report if they don’t provide an ABS to 100% of eligible
members by this deadline.

10. The Fund reported to TPR a breach relating to the 2021 ABS. Members of the
Committee were briefed on the ABS breach at the last meeting on 3 December 2021.
11. The Committee will recall that the Fund delivered 91% of ABS’s to active members on
time (compared to 90% in 2020). For deferred members 95% (compared to 87% in
2020) received their ABS on time.
12. Since the end of August the Fund has been working through all data queries on active
member records and will issue an ABS to a further 6% (1,946) members by the end of
March 2022. A further 255 members have been identified as not being eligible for an
ABS which leaves 428 members who have not received their ABS. Work is continuing
to resolve the data issues for the remaining 428 members.
13. For deferred members the Fund was unable to issue an ABS to 5% (1,369) members
as no current address was held. The Fund has recently commissioned a new contract
for the services of a tracing company and will trace as many of the remaining deferred
members as possible ahead of the 2022 ABS exercise.
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BUSINESS PLAN 2021-22 – PERFORMANCE UPDATE
Introduction
1.

The report provides the Committee with an update on progress in delivering the
2021-22 Action Plan as summarised in the reporting dashboard.

2.

The report also provides a forecast outturn for 2021-22.

Recommendation
3.

The Committee is asked to note progress in delivering the Action Plan and the
forecast outturn.

Action Plan Performance Update
4.

The Fund’s approved Business Plan has four overarching objectives: Governance
To have effective governance arrangements which allow the Pension Fund
Committee, Local Pension Board, officers, and participating employers to discharge
their responsibilities effectively and compliantly.
Administration and Communication
To provide high quality, value for money and friendly services for scheme
beneficiaries, potential beneficiaries and employers including clear, timely and
relevant communications.
Funding
To ensure financial sustainability to meet scheme members’ pensions by actively
managing investment and liability risk and to deliver stable and affordable employer
contribution rates.
Investments
To manage the Fund’s investments in line with the Fund’s Investment Strategy
Statement and Responsible Investment policy to achieve required investment
returns.

5.

Each year specific actions are identified to contribute to meeting the objectives in the
Fund’s Business Plan. These are set out in an annual Action Plan. The 2021-22
Action Plan was presented to Committee in June and a new reporting dashboard was
also presented to the Committee in September. The dashboard provides an overview
of progress in meeting the Action Plan and highlights any key issues on an exception
basis.
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6.

Attached to this report in Appendix A is the performance dashboard summarising
progress against the Action Plan to the end of Quarter 4 of 2021-22.

7.

The four objectives set out in the Business Plan are categorised as Workstreams in
the dashboard to enable appropriate programme management discipline to be
applied to monitor delivery.

8.

The dashboard provides an overview of progress in delivering the Action Plan as a
whole (using RAG status flagging) and includes a summary of the position for each
workstream. The format of the dashboard is designed to provide an appropriate
balance of information for Committee throughout the year by way of quarterly reports.

9.

In terms of delivery to date, Members will note that overall progress is flagged as
Amber – which is defined as being on target to be delivered but delivery date is up to
two quarters later than originally agreed or some issues identified which are being
managed. This rating is primarily due to the delivery dates for several actions moving
back one quarter, reflecting either ongoing activity, some delays due to Covid and
impact of re-tenders, and further explanation is included in the dashboard. No actions
are flagged as undeliverable.

2021-22 Forecast Outturn
10.

The original 2021-22 budget was £4.731m and included a contingency of £250,000
to meet costs which were unquantifiable at the time the budget was set. These
included responding to:
•

•

National developments
o
Scheme changes due to the McCloud remedy
o
Good Governance Review
o
Further exit reform
o
Pending consultations (Investment Guidance, Combined Code of
Practice, Climate Risk etc)
Local re-tenders (actuarial services and administration database)

11.

The Committee will recall that an additional temporary in year budget of £275,660
was agreed at the June meeting for mobilising the new contract for the Fund’s
administration database - which specified a move to a cloud hosted solution.
Therefore, the adjusted budget for 2021-22 is £5.007m.

12.

The forecast outturn at the end of January 2022 is an underspend of £0.513m. The
reasons for the underspend are summarised in the table below:
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Budget Area

Explanation

Contingency

No call has been made on the contingency for
2021/22
(In July 2021 the Committee endorsed the
decision to move £50k from the contingency to
meet the increased annual charges for the
cloud hosted solution. These costs will apply
from 22/23).
LGPS Central Running Costs • The Fund’s actual cost share for 2020/21
has been confirmed and this is £78k lower
than was originally forecast.
• In addition, LGPSC, with shareholder
approval, have reduced their mark up on
certain costs charged to partner funds
which has resulted in a further reduction in
costs of £99k.
Supplies and services

Main reason for underspend:
• Due to delays to cloud hosting and go live
dates for additional modules to the
pensions administration IT system, the
costs for these have been moved to the
2022/23 budget,
• Covid has also led to reductions in costs
due to events not taking place in person or
being delayed.
Underspends on staffing (see below) have
been partially offset by temporary additional
buy back of programme management support
and the ongoing enhanced communication
resource.

Staffing costs

Saving
£000
250

177

73

13

Staffing
13.

The staffing establishment approved in the 2021-21 Business Plan is 52 FTE (an
approved increase of 5 FTE on 2020-21). Members have asked for updates on
staffing levels during the year. The table below provides a snapshot of the current
staffing establishment in the three teams.

Budget Vacant
Secondments
FTE
posts
Management Team
Operations
Finance &
Investments
Stakeholder

4
42

-1
-4

3
3
52

-1

Long term
absence &
maternity

-2

-2

Actual
FTE
3
35

-2

-1
-5

Short
term
cover

1

3

1

3
44
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14.

Recruitment to fill the vacant posts in the Operations team will take place over the
spring and, once recruited, it will take time for the new staff to become fully trained.
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Pension Fund Business Plan: March 2022

This Quarter

A

Previous Quarter

A

Business Plan Overview

The primary long term aims of the Pension Fund are:

Governance
To have effective governance arrangements which allow Pension Fund Committee, Local Pension Board, officers, and participating employers to discharge their
responsibilities effectively and compliantly.
Administration and Communication
To provide high quality, value for money and friendly services for scheme beneficiaries, potential beneficiaries and employers including clear, timely and relevant
communications.
Funding
To ensure financial sustainability to meet scheme members’ pensions by actively managing investment and liability risk and to deliver stable and affordable employer
contribution rates.
Investments
To manage the Fund’s investments in line with the Fund’s Investment Strategy Statement and Responsible Investment policy to achieve required investment returns.

To meet these goals effectively, the Business Plan has been broken down into 4 key workstreams (listed below), which are further subdivided into various key activities to be
undertaken during 2021-22.

Key Workstreams
1.
2.
3.
4.

Governance
Administration and
Communication
Funding
Investments

Business Plan Stakeholders
Heidi Catherall – HC
Nick Jones – NJ
Steven Wilcock – SW

Programme Status
The overall RAG Status is
Amber because:
• Workstream 1 is Green
• Workstream 2 is Amber
• Workstream 3 is Green
• Workstream 4 is Green

RAG Key
Green

On Target to be delivered by original delivery date and
no likely risks/concerns to indicate otherwise.

Amber

On target to be delivered but delivery date is up to 2
quarters later than originally agreed or some issues
identified which are being managed

Red

Passed original delivery date. Or serious issues
identified and recovery plan required

Workstream 1 – Governance
Workstream Status

Workstream Planning

The Workstream's RAG Status is Green because:

Key Achievements (This Quarter)

• All tasks are On Target to be delivered by
delivery date and no likely risks/concerns to
indicate otherwise
• There are no other tasks which are on Amber
status or need immediate management
attention.
• There are no tasks which are on Red status.
Ref

Key Activities

•
•

This Quarter

G

Previous Quarter

G

Completion of the ONS quarterly and annual questionnaire will be achieved
A new contract for tracing services has been procured

Planned Activities (Next Quarter)
•

2022/23 actions will be presented to Committee in June 2022

Actions 2021-22

Original
Target
Date

Commentary

Revised
Delivery
date

RAG

Owner

Workstream 2 – Administration and Communication
Workstream Status

Workstream Planning

The Workstream's RAG Status is Amber because:
• AC2 is Rescheduled to 22/23
• AC5 is Reschedules to 22/23
• AC8 Rescheduled to 22/23
• There are no other tasks which are on Amber
status or need immediate management
attention.
• There are no tasks which are on Red status.

Key Achievements (This Quarter)
•

•
•
•

A

Develop a plan and timeline to clear backlog of casework
Develop new model to engage with employers
Implement a regular comms channel with employers

AC2

Develop plans to reduce casework backlogs to agreed
levels

Develop plans to clear
backlogs

AC5

Benchmark data quality and introduce all measures to
improve it where required

Streamline and standardise
all data requests (common
and SSD)
Develop a new model to
engage with employers

Ensure effective ongoing relations with participating
AC8 employers, including the provision and receipt of
accurate and timely information and estimates

Previous Quarter

Planned Activities (Next Quarter)

Key Activities

AC8

A

Undertook a Pulse Survey to inform the Communications Strategy

Ref

Ensure effective ongoing relations with participating
employers, including the provision and receipt of
accurate and timely information and estimates

This Quarter

Actions 2021-22

Implement a regular comms
channel with employers

Original
Target
Date

Commentary

Revised
Delivery
date

RAG

Owner

Q4

Delivery date revised from 31
Jan to 8 April 22

22/23

A

HC

Q4

Delivery date revised to align
with data quality timetable

22/23

A

HC

Q4

Delivery date revised to reflect
delay in the Communications
Strategy

22/23

A

NJ

Q4

Delivery date revised to reflect
delay in the Communications
Strategy

22/23

A

NJ

Workstream 3 – Funding
Workstream Status

Workstream Planning

The Workstream's RAG Status is Green because:

Key Achievements (This Quarter)

• All tasks are On Target to be delivered by
delivery date and no likely risks/concerns to
indicate otherwise
• There are no other tasks which are on Amber
status or need immediate management
attention.
• There are no tasks which are on Red status.
Ref

Key Activities

•

This Quarter

G

Previous Quarter

G

Agreed strategy for Councils and contribution rates

Planned Activities (Next Quarter)
•

2022/23 actions will be presented to Committee in June 2022

Actions 2021-22

Original
Target
Date

Commentary

Revised
Delivery
date

RAG

Owner

Workstream 4 – Investments
Workstream Status

Workstream Planning

The Workstream’s RAG Status is Green because:

Key Achievements (This Quarter)

• All tasks are On Target to be delivered by
original delivery date and no likely
risks/concerns to indicate otherwise
• There are no other tasks which are on Amber
status or need immediate management
attention.
• There are no tasks which are on Red status.

Ref

Key Activities

•

This Quarter

G

Previous Quarter

G

Produced updated Investment Strategy Statement and RI Policy for Committee consideration

Planned Activities (Next Quarter)
•

2022/23 actions will be presented to Committee in June 2022

Actions 2021-22

Original
Target
Date

Commentary

Revised
Delivery
date

RAG

Owner
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REGULATORY UPDATE
Introduction
1.

This report provides an overview of recent regulatory changes and events, along with
an update on expected future consultations which will impact the Local Government
Pension Scheme (LGPS).

Recommendation
2.

The Committee is asked to note the position as set out in the report and that further
reports will be presented as consultations and/or guidance on amending regulations
are received.

LGPS Investments in Russia
3.

The UK Government has sanctions in place and is likely to introduce more as a result
of events in Ukraine. The Scheme Advisory Board advises any LGPS fund that is not
already doing so to consider the implications for their investment portfolios.

4.

The Fund has a very low level of investments in Russia, and even less in Ukraine.
Details are being collated with all investment managers and a full update will be
provided at the meeting on 11 March. Discussions are taking place daily with those
investment managers who do still have Russian investments and all available options
will be reviewed with the Committee.

Levelling Up
5.

On 2 February 2022 the Government published its white paper on ‘levelling up’ the UK.

6.

The paper sets out the Government’s plans to spread economic opportunities more
equally across the UK. The plans are wide ranging, with the intention to address six
drivers of spatial disparity across ‘missions’. The paper outlines the role of institutional
investment in the Levelling Up agenda as providers of capital.

7.

In relation to the LGPS, the paper expressed a wish to increase the provision of
financial capital from institutional investors such as pension funds into local business
and projects. Specifically, the paper noted that, ‘if all LGPS funds were to allocate 5%
to local investing, this would unlock £16bn in new investment."

8.

Therefore, the government is asking LGPS funds working with their asset pools to
publish plans for increasing local investment, including setting an ambition of up to 5%
of assets invested in projects which support local areas. Our current understanding is
that in this context local refers to the UK rather than local to a particular LGPS fund.
Further details will emerge in the lead up to an expected summer consultation which
the Government promises will also include the outstanding climate risk and reporting
regulations and pooling guidance.
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9.

Members can read the Levelling up white paper on the Gov.uk website using this link:
Levelling Up the United Kingdom - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)

Public Service Pensions and Judicial Offices Bill – LGPS Boycott Divestment
10. The Public Service Pensions and Judicial Offices Bill is currently working its way
through the parliamentary process and is expected to receive Royal Assent and
become an Act of Parliament by 31 March 2022.
11. The aims of the Bill include “consolidating and strengthening a common UK legal
framework for pensions across all the main public services” and “addressing
resourcing challenges facing the judiciary.”
12. The bill will implement changes across all the main public service pension schemes in
response to the Court of Appeal judgement in the McCloud and Sargeant cases.
13. The Rt Hon Robert Jenrick MP tabled an amendment at the Committee Stage of the
bill, which was passed on 22 February 2022.
14. Assuming the bill receives Royal Assent, this clause will give the Secretary of State
powers to ensure LGPS funds do not make investment decisions that conflict with the
UK’s foreign and defence policy. This raises a number of important questions and
practical implications for all LGPS funds; it is hoped that further guidance is issued and
consulted upon to clarify these prior to implementation.
Pension Dashboard
15. Pensions dashboards will allow individuals to see information about all their pensions,
including the State Pension, in one place.
16. On 31 January 2022 the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) published a
consultation on their draft Pensions Dashboard Regulations. The consultation closing
date is 13 March 2022.
17. The purpose of the consultation is to seek views on the range of policy questions
relating to the creation of pension dashboards. Indicative draft regulations have also
been provided which show how DWP envisage the policy would be turned into law.
18. The draft regulations set the requirements to be met to deliver the dashboard and will
place a legal duty on pension providers to provide information to the dashboards.
19. The consultation proposes a staging date of the end of April 2024 for public service
pension schemes, including the LGPS. This means that LGPS administering
authorities will need to be able to connect to the digital architecture by this date and be
ready to provide individuals data to them via the dashboards.
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20. Due to current resource constraints the Fund will not be responding directly to the
consultation but will feed in its view via the PLSA Pensions Dashboard Co-ordination
Group.
21. The Local Government Association are also responding to the consultation and will
express concern about the LGPS administering authorities’ ability to meet the
proposed staging date given other work pressures.
22. The McCloud remedy regulations will come into force from 1 October 2023 and
administering authorities will be working through the recalculation of benefits for
members who left since 1 April 2014.
23. The consultation can be viewed by clicking on the link below:
Pensions dashboards: consultation on the draft Pensions Dashboards Regulations 2022 - GOV.UK
(www.gov.uk)
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